LexisNexis® inmate law library solutions help facilities comply with state mandates and provide inmates with a thorough, secure and compliant library collection.

Your secure choices for online and offline options to meet today’s correctional needs.

Custom Interface (CI) solution (online)

- Timely content, tailored tools
  - Built-in, multilayered security
  - Lexis® search and navigation features
  - Easy-to-navigate CI for inmates
  - Automatic updates
- Access/monitoring
  - No IDs or passwords—all access is restricted by a specific IP address that meets security requirements.
  - Restricted searching and hyperlinking—CI connects to LexisNexis content and documents only.
  - All external links have been removed from the sources—email or “mail-to” links, pop-ups and other outside web linking are excluded.
  - 24/7 monitoring—LexisNexis engineers watch all sites for unusual activity.

External Hard Drive (EHD) solution (offline)

- Convenient—Turn to a true plug-and-play solution you can hold in your hand.
- 100% offline—Run and update without an internet connection.
- Cost-effective and efficient—Save space and keep costs far below the expense of a full print library.
- Easy to use and up to date—Count on searchable materials, updated at least quarterly.
- Downloadable without IT support—Connect to your network or computer via a USB 2.0/3.0 port.
Content Delivery Solutions

LexisNexis collaborates with multiple product, service and content delivery vendors in the corrections field to offer a wide range of integrated solutions designed to address the unique individual needs of your facility.

Our current integrated deployments include joint ventures with:

Touchscreen kiosk vendors
- Desk mounted
- Wall mounted
- Mobile cart mounted

Tablets/desktop PC/terminal hardware vendors
- Monitors
- Keyboards
- Personal or shared tablets
- Inmate phone service
- Inmate email
- Video visitation
- Commissary

Contact your local LexisNexis corrections representative today and receive a no-obligation library analysis and cost comparison:

**Anders Brooks** | Account Executive  
216.571.4396 | anders.brooks@lexisnexis.com  
AK, AR, AZ, CA, CO, HI, IA, ID, IL, KS, LA, MN, MO, MT, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR, SD, TX, UT, WA, WY

**Jim Mattise** | Account Executive  
727.786.0796 | james.mattise@lexisnexis.com  
AL, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, IN, KY, MA, ME, MD, MI, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, WI, WV

**LEARN MORE:**
www.lexisnexis.com/corrections  
Corrections Solutions Sales Line 800.628.3612  
prison.solutions@lexisnexis.com